Citizens Campaign for the Environment Letter – MAFMC Deep Sea Corals Amendment

Dear Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council Members,

I strongly support the historic effort to protect our ecologically valuable and vulnerable deep sea corals and the marine life they support.

I urge you to adopt the strongest conservation measures possible:

- Prohibit all fishing gear that hits or scrapes the seafloor from all of the canyon areas that have been identified by Council staff as discrete protection zones based on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration coral habitat model.

- Adopt a broad coral protection zone with a boundary of 200 meters.

- Require the use of electronic vessel monitoring systems aboard fishing vessels to help ensure that the plan is effectively implemented on the water.

Together, these measures will protect this unique deep sea habitat for marine life and for future generations to discover and enjoy.
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Dear Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council Members,

I strongly support the historic effort to protect our ecologically valuable and vulnerable deep sea corals and the marine life they support.

I urge you to adopt the strongest conservation measures possible:

- Prohibit all fishing gear that hits or scrapes the seafloor from all of the canyon areas that have been identified by Council staff as discrete protection zones based on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration coral habitat model.

- Adopt a broad coral protection zone with a boundary of 200 meters.

- Require the use of electronic vessel monitoring systems aboard fishing vessels to help ensure that the plan is effectively implemented on the water.

Together, these measures will protect this unique deep sea habitat for marine life and for future generations to discover and enjoy.

Bruce Elmegreen
PO Box 607 Goldens Bridge NY 10526
bge@us.ibm.com

PS. I had the pleasure of snorkeling in Seychelles in May 2014 but noticed a large fraction of the coral dead and without fish. A specialist told our group about conservation efforts there and efforts to replant coral. Everyone must do all that is possible to prevent this tragic loss of ecosystem.

---

Dear Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council Members,

I strongly support the historic effort to protect our ecologically valuable and vulnerable deep sea corals and the marine life they support.

I urge you to adopt the strongest conservation measures possible:

- Prohibit all fishing gear that hits or scrapes the seafloor from all of the canyon areas that have been identified by Council staff as discrete protection zones based on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration coral habitat model.

- Adopt a broad coral protection zone with a boundary of 200 meters.

- Require the use of electronic vessel monitoring systems aboard fishing vessels to help ensure that the plan is effectively implemented on the water.

Together, these measures will protect this unique deep sea habitat for marine life and for future generations to discover and enjoy.

It is no longer an option not to be taking these types of measures. Please don't let us down!!

Paul Hill
39 Cormack Ct
Babylon, NY 11702
Dear Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council Members,

I strongly support the historic effort to protect our ecologically valuable and vulnerable deep sea corals and the marine life they support.

I urge you to adopt the strongest conservation measures possible:

- Prohibit all fishing gear that hits or scrapes the seafloor from all of the canyon areas that have been identified by Council staff as discrete protection zones based on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration coral habitat model.

- Adopt a broad coral protection zone with a boundary of 200 meters.

- Require the use of electronic vessel monitoring systems aboard fishing vessels to help ensure that the plan is effectively implemented on the water.

Together, these measures will protect this unique deep sea habitat for marine life and for future generations to discover and enjoy.

DO IT!!!

Please respond with your position on this issue.

-Caitlyn Weiss
kittycatcas@yahoo.com

This is my second e-mail just for additional comment. YOU HAVE TO BE KIDDING. Just check out Australia and see what happens when coral is destroyed. You are not alone in screwing up the environment, but it has to stop or who knows what. We are a society of well, let the next generation worry about it.

THINK PEOPLE!

I strongly support the historic effort to protect our ecologically valuable and vulnerable deep sea corals and the marine life they support.

I urge you to adopt the strongest conservation measures possible:

- Prohibit all fishing gear that hits or scrapes the seafloor from all of the canyon areas that have been identified by Council staff as discrete protection zones based on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration coral habitat model.

- Adopt a broad coral protection zone with a boundary of 200 meters.

- Require the use of electronic vessel monitoring systems aboard fishing vessels to help ensure that the plan is effectively implemented on the water.

Together, these measures will protect this unique deep sea habitat for marine life and for future generations to discover and enjoy.

Rfeffer80@gmail.com
I strongly support the historic effort to protect our ecologically valuable and vulnerable deep sea corals and the marine life they support.

I urge you to adopt the strongest conservation measures possible:

- Prohibit all fishing gear that hits or scrapes the seafloor from all of the canyon areas that have been identified by Council staff as discrete protection zones based on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration coral habitat model.

- Adopt a broad coral protection zone with a boundary of 200 meters.

- Require the use of electronic vessel monitoring systems aboard fishing vessels to help ensure that the plan is effectively implemented on the water.

Together, these measures will protect this unique deep sea habitat for marine life and for future generations to discover and enjoy.

Thank you for your kind consideration of this MOST IMPORTANT ISSUE.

Very truly yours, Loraine D. Casella
2741 Eastern Boulevard, Baldwin, NY 11510